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From the President
With this issue, we complete ten years of publishing the
Skeptic . In this time, the magazine has grown from a
four page broadsheet format, going to less than two
hundred reader~to a 30-40 page magazine, having over
1,000 subscribers and a considerably larger number of
readers. The magazine which was originally produced
on a typewriter and collated and assembled by a team of
loyal volunteers, is now produced on a computer and
printed by professional printers.
As with the technicalities, so with the content. We
have published articles and news stories on almost every
facet of the paranormal and pseudoscience which has
relevance to Australia, as well as many book reviews,
opinion pieces and, most importantly, letters from our
readers.
Our stories have been taken up many times by the
media in Australia and our message, that a sceptical
attitude to extraordinary claims is the best way to
discover the truth, is now well recognised by many
commentators.
Other stories have been reprinted in overseas sceptical publications and we recently gave permission for
one of our articles, on pyramids, to be translated and

published in the magazine of the Spanish sceptics group.
We intend to continue producing a quality product for
our readers but we would like to print more of your
views. Letters to the editor allow us to gauge the areas
our readers find most interesting and, while we cannot
guarantee that we will publish everything we receive,
we will certainly consider every submission. We are
constrained by the laws of defamation and as we have
not been sued in ten years, we would like to maintain that
record. This is not to suggest that letters should not be
contentious; some of the long running correspondence
in our columns certainly fit that category; but they
should not be libellous. And, above all, they should be
interesting to other readers.
We would also like to expand the range of articles, and
their authors, published in the magazine. Your submissions or ideas would be very welcome.
We thank all our loyal supporters and wish everyone
all the best for the holiday season. And despite all the
economic gloom, we hope that you all have a happy and
sceptical 1991.

- Barry Williams
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The Lancet of September 8, 1990
reported a study conducted on 334
women suffering from breast cancer, and who had attended the Bristol Cancer Help Center (BCHC) ..
This organisation had been set up in
1979 to offer various alternative
therapies including diet, counselling, 'healing' and other treatments
to patients with cancer. A control
group of 461 women who attended a
specialist cancer hospital or two
district general hospitals was used.
The study found that those patients
who attended the BCHC had significantly poorer survival rates than did
the controls. In fact, BCHC patients
had twice as much chance of dying
and three times as much chance of
having the cancer spread.
The extraordinary thing about
this story is not that alternative therapies are not particularly effective
in treating cancer (which most
Skeptics would expect to be true
anyway), but in the responses which
were published in the Letters column of the next issue of The Lancet.
Some writers criticised the methodology of the study but this seems
to have been anticipated by the researchers; one writer's criticism can
be summed up as "You might be
twice as likely to die, but at least you
will die happy" and, in probably the
most remarkable response of all, one
writer agreed that, "Yes, it might be
true that some of the therapies are
positively deleterious to the health,
but possibly the bad effects from
these had 'masked' the good effects
from others". The underlying plea
was "Don't condemn all the alternate therapies, just because some of

them are dangerous."
In this lies the fallacy that is at
the very heart of "alternative"
medicine. There is just no quality
control. No one actually knows
what, if any, of it might be beneficial. There is no body of evidence,
gathered in properly conducted and
controlled clinical trials, to show
that any of them are effective. We
are expected to believe that apocryphal or anecdotal evidence is every
bit as valid as are the results of scientific experiments. That 'natural'
chemicals are somehow different
from, and better than artificial ones.
That the validity of a treatment is
directly associated with its antiquity. That if it feels good then it
must be good.
This study may not be definitive,
but it should be noted. Perhaps
such good things in alternative
health, if they exist, could be accepted if they were shown to be
efficacious by properly designed
and controlled clinical trials. If the
practitioners of these arts are not
prepared to subject their practices
to proper scrutiny, then we are entitled to regard 'alternative' medicine in the same way we would
regard alternative engineering.
Who, after all, would fly to Perth in
an airliner designed and built by an
amateur, who believed he could
keep it in the air purely by the exercise of will?
BW
Readers comments on this and other
issues raised in this journal are always welcome - letters should be
brief and preferably typed.
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Woman' s Daze (Again) - the UFO connection
Woman's Day magazine continues
to enlighten its readership with high
quality stories from the cuttingedge of scientific endeavour (see
also The Skeptic Vo/9, No4 ). In the
October 16 issue, a story entitled
"Visitors from Space" presented
the views of Colin Norris, Adelaide
based director of Australian International UFO Research Incorporation. Mr Norris who, according to
the article, has "several safes and
filing cabinets" filled with evidence
"that aliens are present on earth",
did not present any of this evidence
(or if he did, the magazine failed to
mention it). We are assured that he
is "convinced" that the aliens will
make their presence better known
soon and that the governments of
the USA and the USSR know a lot
more about alien life than they are
letting on.
Mr Norris also seems to be convinced that Australians are not
being ignored in the rash of UFO
abductions, despite complaints reported here a year ago (Skeptic Vo/
9, No3), that very few Australians
had experienced this interesting
phenomenon. He cites four cases of
people who have suffered from
various conditions that convince
him that they have undergone alien
experimentation.
The first was a woman "who has
seen entities in her home" and who
has subsequently "suffered terrific
sweats which are akin to raging
fevers". The second concerns a
man who woke up to see a spherical
light in his hallway and, after investigating and returning to bed, found
that "his toes suddenly lit up and
glowed in the dark. It was like he

had torches attached to his feet."
Now that is something we should
seriously hope that the aliens will
persevere with. No more stubbed
toes while going to the toilet late at
night.
The next case seems to demand
an investigation into the practice of
the registration of doctors in South
Australia. Mr Norris cites a man
whose "entire face has become
covered in strange black moles".
He then states "The only explanation doctors can give is that he's afflicted, belatedly, by birth-marks".
"This, of course, is quite ridiculous." says Mr Norris, and who
would argue with him? So, if any
of our SA readers are suffering from
sudden outbreaks of black moles,
don't worry about melanomas. The
prevailing medical opinion in your
state would appear to favour birthmarks, while more rational commentators suggest that they are evidence of alien visitations. (You
could, of course, go interstate and
get a second opinion).
The final case is about a "young
woman (who) woke one morning
with three pin-pricks on her forehead. She then developed a lump the
size of a tennis ball", which subsided leaving three pock marks, "so
big you can place your little finger
in them". If that sounds to you like
an insect bite that became infected
then you clearly have no romance in
your soul.
At the end of this article, Woman's
Day invites readers to send in their
UFO experiences, the best of which
would be printed. Naturally, I sent
in a copy of my UFO non-abduction
story (Skeptic Vol 10, No 3 ), to-

gether with a covering letter. Within
a week, I received a response which
said that the Letters column had already been set and my story would
not be published I was entirely
unsurprised.
BW

In Brief
A Reuters report published in Australian newspapers recently concerned a New Zelaand couple
whose seven-year-old diabetic
daughter had died after they stopped
giving her insulin "in the belief God
had cured her". The couple was
acquitted of manslaughter but convicted of endangering her life
(which sounds like an understatement). The couple were members of
a Christian fellowship and were
released on bail pending sentence.
The maximum sentence is seven
year's jail. We will endeavour to
keep you informed of developments
in this case.
Sydney ABC radio station 2BL
recently carried a segment on
people's encounters with ghosts.
Listeners rang in with a range of experiences, covering actual visions
of ghosts, some giving tacit approval to the current residents,
through "feelings" that something
was present and even an encounter
with Mona Lisa. Australian Skeptics would be very pleased to hear
from anyone experiencing a ghost,
preferably on a reguar basis, to
study. Confidentiality will be ensured.
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Physics or Physicist in Trouble?
Dave Wheeler

As part of a series of lectures on
"Scientific Rationality: Retrospect
and Prospect" organised by the
University of NSW Centre for Liberal & General Studies, a figure who
has come up against Skeptics in the
past made an appearance to discuss
"The Development of Science:
From Newtonian Physics to
Transpersonal Psychology".
The promotion for the lecture
looked promising: "public address
on scientific rationality" and "physics in trouble". The speaker looked
ideal: a retired physics professor
from Sydney University (are the
bells ringing?).
But there it ended - the event
proved to be more an exercise in
cynical audience manipulation than
a display of knowledge, more a
demonstration of faulty argument
than a search for scientific rationality.
The views of Emeritus Professor
Brian Mccusker have been dealt
with before in the Skeptic (Vol 6,
No 2, pp 19-21 ). On that occasion in
1986, Prof McCusker was quoting
from the works of Ken Wilber,
whose thesis that there a nine levels
of consciousness ranging from matter through life, mind and spirit, obviously made a big impression as he
was still quoting those views as
"fact" in October 1990.
It didn't seem to matter to Prof
McCusker that Wilber' s views are
just that, an opinion; for Mccusker,

there are nine levels of consciousness and that's that - no evidence
presented, no argument considered.
These levels of consciousness form
the basis of much of McCusker's
thesis and therefore had a major
bearing on his lecture, which
seemed to this author to be a classic
example of bad argument rather
than scientific rationality.
For example, McCusker would
argue from the particular to the general: Meditation greatly helped my
thinking - therefore it will solve all
the world's major problems. This is
like saying if it's raining on my
house, then it's raining everywhere.
He also suggested that an error in
one area of physics (albeit a "major"
error) denigrated the whole of physics - one doctor is a crook therefore
all doctors are crooks.
He accepted as proven the existence of psychic phenomena, and
ignored arguments to the contrary.
For example, he described a radio
performance of psychic powers
which received a favourable response ("It worked") from a lot of
listeners, therefore it must have
been a valid power. This, of course,
conveniently ignores the exposes of
famous practitioners such as Uri
Geller, Doris Stokes and 'Steve
Turbot'/Rob Steiner (exposed and
exposer). Ample evidence exists to
show suggestibility will achieve
results in this situation every time,
no matter what the demonstration -

just ask any magician.
He quoted John Hasted' s pro-psychic views on spoon bending but
ignored John Taylor's recanting of
similar views and discrediting those
ofHasted's (which reminds me, we
haven't heard much from Hasted or
his metal benders since 1983 - is
there an update?).
He produced no evidence of what
higher levels of consciousness can
do, let alone that they even exist in
the first place, and that those people
in the higher states (presumably
including himself) could function
better, which was left undefined
except for the oft-repeated reminder
that such higher level functioning
would solve the world's problems.
He used unproven phenomena to
validate other unprovens. In an
overhead transparency, it was stated
that in the "higher" mind states the
consequences included astral travelling and psychic phenomena, and
in the "lower" states included poltergeist activity. For those who
believe in such phenomena, the reference to one validates the existence
of another. This is akin to saying
that Santa Claus exists because the
Tooth Fairy told me so.
Perhaps the most objectionable of
his lecturing techniques was his
unfounded faith in his own views
and unwillingness to listen to anyone else. His "arguments from authority" exhibited a religious faith in
the veracity of his views. For ex-
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ample, he stated that "Physics is a
lower form of study than biology".
A questioner from the audience
disputed this, and McCusker's response was "I'm telling you it is!"
That the questioner was a professor
of biophysics made little impress10n.
He said he had worked with or
met noted physicists, implying that
he therefore knew what he was talking about.
He avoided confrontation by
claiming to have been misunderstood or that the questioner hadn't
trained properly.
Perhaps this
should be read to mean that
McCusker had not explained himself properly, which might be a
problem for higher level minds
dealing with ordinary mortals.
Unfortunately, most of the audience of 150 did not hang around for
the question time, when there was at
least a chance to hear some dissenting views. Those who did not stay
would have come away with the
following impressions:
* science is a sloppy discipline
* scientists (physicists in particular)
are fools
* it is a "fact" that there are nine
levels of experience and Ken
Wilber's work is definitive, especially since no criticism was given
or allowed
* psychic phenomena from polter~
geists to astral travelling really occur
* discoveries cannot be made by
hard, logical thinking but only by
"insight" (yet the insight usually
follows long periods of hard, logical
thinking, showing the two are, at the
least, often strongly linked)
* if it can be thought of, then it
exists.

I think that it is a great idea to
promote discussion, but it is destructive to have speakers like
Mccusker allowed to go unchallenged in the lecture forum, particularly when they use audience control techniques to substantiate their
argument.
Universities should be forums
for free discussion of both sides of
issues; the place for unsupported
pontifications is the pulpit.
It was a shame that only a small
part of the audience remained for
the discussion, as they would have
seen scientific rationality at work
then. They would have seen that the

argument from authority is not a
particularly useful position, and
they would have seen vigorous objections from the physicists in the
audience, something not possible in
the lecture format.
On the day following the lecture,
I rang Dr Graham Pont, the philosopher who was convener of the rationality lecture series and who
chaired the post-lecture discussion
quite impartially. I asked his view
of the events and got the succinct
reply: "Interesting ... he didn't support his view ... I saw the emergence
of a new style of irrationality".
I guess that says it all.

•

Circles
In this issue we look at the phenomenon of crop circles from two
different perspectives. One of our
authors strongly favours the hoax
hypothesis, while the other leans
towards the possibility that the climatic cause, proposed by Dr Terrence Meaden, may explain at least
some of the circles.
There is a good chance of course
that both views are correct. Some of
the circles may indeed prove to have
been caused by micro-bursts or
vortices of wind, while the remainder are likely to be the work of
human agencies, seeking to hoax
the investigators.
As sceptics, it is right for us to
keep open minds until there is sufficient evidence for us to reach an
informed decision. If evidence is
adduced that vortices can produce
patterns in standing crops, the sum
of human knowledge will have been
advanced and we should not dis-

miss that possibility.
That having been said, there is
little reason for us to suppose that
the more esoteric explanations
should be considered to be even
remotely likely. Psychic forces and
UFOs are not reasonable explanations for any phenomena, simply
because there is no acceptable evidence that such things even exist.
Little credibility should be given
to the claims of the proponents of
the various
hypotheses, "That
hoaxes can be ruled out". How can
hoaxes ever be ruled out? There is
no laid down set of rules which
states just how one must make a
fake crop circle. Given the task of
making a circle in a crop, twenty
different individuals will almost
certainly achieve twenty different
results. And I suspect that that fact
probably accounts for the vast majority of recent sightings.

BW
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BOOK REVIEW

Round and Round in Circles
Steve Roberts

Circular Evidence
Colin Andrews and Pat Delgado
Bloomsbury, London, $35.00
In my early years in Southern England, children would
frolic in the corn, making a path through the crop which
could later be explored and extended by others. Ah,
those childhood summers; now my village has become
a suburb of London and the kids spend their spare time
adorning the trains with spray-painted graffiti.
Messrs Delgado and Andrews have filled their
book with many delightful photographs of bucolic
southern England at the height of successive summers of
the 1980s; in each photograph, a clean-cut circle (or
more elaborate shape) of the crop lies mysteriously
pressed to the ground. They also report some predictable reactions from apoplectic farmers who were
clearly undazzled by the beauty, or mystery, of these
sudden events in their cornfields.
Crop circles (the general name we shall use for the
phenomenon of powerfully swirled and flattened areas
of standing crops) are always formed, in their entirety,
overnight, always at the time of year when the crop is
just due for harvesting, when the crop is highest and the
circles appear at their best. They are usually not perfect
circles, but slightly elliptical. They tend to appear
conveniently near, but never too near, the road along the
edge of the field. Furthermore, they tend to appear
repeatedly and only in certain fields, especially fields
which are easy to see, such as in valleys, or overlooked
by hills; and all these fields are in the same area of central
southern England.
The authors of this book analyse all conceivable
(and quite a few inconceivable) causes of the phenomenon, except the obvious one. Even when an identical
hoaxed circle appears right next to:a "mysterious" ones
(p.40), they do not even attempt to describe how the
hoax circle was made. This would have been highly
relevant to any description of other possible mecha-

nisms, but they hastily move on (in the same sentence)
to another circle, not known to be hoaxed.
The authors do, however, consider the possibility of
hoaxes, devoting most of pages 154 and 155 to it, plus
four lines on page 82. Wow! The profundity of their
analysis leaves me gasping; for example, they believe
that, if a 1 metre circle could be manually formed by a
1 metre wooden rod, then a 10 metre circle would
require a 10 metre rod, which would be much too heavy
and unwieldy; ergo ....... ! There are some diamonds
among the dross, however. Probably the only two scientifically useful statements in the book are that the
crop-flattening force in one case has a convenient width
of0.33 metres and the weight required to press a 1 metre
width of crop to within 5cm of the ground is given as
15 kg, if swept over the crop once.
A deeper analysis, which was not made by the authors, of the published photographs begins to shed some
light on the mysterious "force" which makes the crop
circles. All the crops feature "tramlines" about 20
metres apart, made by tractors carrying crop-spraying
gear, driven so as to cause minimal damage to the crop.
(The authors found the tramlines very useful for approaching the circles, without leaving tell-tale paths
across the crop; I suggest that so did the mysterious
"force" which made the circles.) The majority of the
crop circles shown in the book are accurately tangential
to a tramline, say within half a metre. Another 20% of
the crop circles are located with tramlines exactly
through the middle. This leaves about 20% of the crop
circles outside these categories; of these, many possess
a beautiful, and unnecessary symmetry with respect to
nearby tramlines.
Some circles have "tails" or "panhandles", and in
both cases shown, these happen to run exactly so as to
fill in the space between a pair of tramlines. The authors
have not commented on this fact, but look at pages 54/
57 and you can see it for yourself; the panhandle is not
even aligned with the centre of the circle. Patterns of
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five circles also occur, having a large central circle surrounded by four smaller ones, approximately at the
comers of a square. When this formation occurs, a path
can usually be seen, concentric with the inner circle and
joining the centres of the outer circles. Funny that.
The flattened crop within the circles can be swirled
in various directions, spiralling tightly or loosely, clockwise or anti-clockwise. Up to three layers of different
swirling have been found, presumably resulting from
the mysterious force changing its mind, or trying to get
the right pattern. Quite a few big circles have a separate
outer ring, a metre or two wide, swirled in the opposite
direction. Although the crop is usually pressed down
very hard within the circles, there are very few reports
of ground damage or of uprooted plants; the crop is
usually sharply bent over just above ground level.
However, the book contains very few close-ups of the
broken plants, and none at all of the damage to the stalks
or of exactly how they are broken. Some circles have a
spectacularly different texture from the rest (for example, that on page 108), but this factor is insufficiently
explored.
All the crop circles shown in the book could have
been made with a variety of hand-held farm or garden
implements. The equipment would have had to be
carried in and out of the field secretly, reasonably
quietly, and in the dark (lights have been seen in association with the formation of crop circles); more than
one person may have been required, depending on the
technique. Tramlines would give easy access to all parts
of the field; despite the authors' failure to do so, it is
quite possible to traverse short distances of crop without
disturbing the plants, if care is taken.
The book concludes with sections on techniques
of measurement and a section of possible theories,
ranging from the absurd to the hilarious; some are quite
literally off the planet. There is some objective baloney
with a swinging pendulum, and a shockingly bad "scientific" section; if you believe any of what the authors
describe as science on page 169, then believing that crop
circles are the result of mysterious forces is the least of
your problems. The (mercifully few) references at the
end of the book come entirely from the canon of pseudoscientific literature, featuring such masters of scientific analysis as Arthur Shuttlewood and Gary Kinder.
The authors are desperate to preserve the mystery
at all costs; references to Iron Age relics and localities
and modem-day secret military installations, with all of
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which the area abounds, are included as often as possible and left as vague as possible. When the authors
meet an army major on manoeuvres, who gives them his
name, and find no trace of him at the first place they try,
they create a good mystery by not bothering to inquire
further. Trivial malfunctions of tape-recorder and
camera (see page 92 for a perfect example of lens flare)
are given mystical connections, and this also enters the
authors' minds when their friend trips over a length of
old fencing-wire. A psychic medium was brought
along to help investigations, but she "thought the circle
felt as though she should remain towards the outer rim
and not explore the centre", which tells us something
about her, rather than about the circle. UFO experiences
seem to abound in every cornfield. Even God is pestered
to provide a further mystical experience, and obliges
with a rather poor one (page 66).
The scientific credentials of the authors should
leave the reader wondering too. When Colin Andrews'
elaborate home-built burglar alarm malfunctions, he
consults a psychic for explanations. In 1989 he was
spreading rumours that swirled crops were of similar
importance to the ozone hole and the greenhouse effect,
at the height of the public hysteria about these issues [ 1].
Pat Delgado has been desperately trying to get his name
into the annals of science, by reporting a spurious phenomenon as the "Delgado effect". This phenomenon
had already been reported elsewhere [2], most notably
by Martin Gardner in his famous Scientific American
column for April 1975 (to be exact, for April 1, 1975).
The authors have claimed that they were "working with
35 scientists" [3,4] but, on investigation by the British
Skeptics, these 35 scientists dwindled to a single
laboratory technician, working in his own time.
A sceptic might be struck by the similarities between the phenomena of the sudden appearance of crop
circles and of graffiti on trains; both of these markings
appear suddenly at night, appear repeatedly in the same
places, involve perpetrators who are very rarely observed or caught, and are done, not for publicity but,
presumably, to satisfy an urge to leave one's mark on
something. Crop circles, occurring at the height of the
summer "silly season", when the weather is hot and
sunny, Parliament is in recess, and everybody is on holiday, are a gift to the British Press at a time of the year
when there is no other news. Press reports on train
graffiti would not be so acceptable.
Continued .... p. 14
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CIRCULAR LOGIC

Flurry in the Corn-Fields
Dick Champion
flurry, n. a sudden blast or gust: agitation: bustle
The latest bustle on the crop circle phenomenon, running for about two months, appeared mainly in the
columnsofNewScientist(NS). (IfyouareaNS regular,
then read no further.) It began with an article by
Terrence Meaden (NS 23 June, 1990), whose qualifications deserve attention. According to the NS footnote,
he is a former associate professor of physics at
Dalhousie University and has been a "vortex watcher"
for 30 years. In 1974 he founded TORRO, the tornado
and storm organisation, in 1975 the Journal of Meteorology and in 1988 CERES, the circles effects research
group. He has written two books on crop circles.
Meaden noted that crop circles are frequent summer
phenomena not only "beneath the north-facing chalk
scarp ofSalisbury Plain" but also across Southern Britain and as far north as Grampian in Scotland. Especially
as a consequence downward-moving lights, he said they
have also been observed in France, Japan, Australia and
the US. The earliest reference to them that he knows of
"goes back Jo the Middle Ages, when 'mowing devils'
were held responsible".
Now the agitation began for most Skeptics of my
immediate acquaintance who have a view about them,
ie. crop circles are the product of hoaxers. But now hear
Meaden: "There is no possibility that all these complicated patterns are hoaxes .. .Everyone who examines
flattened circles on site is impressed by the swirling
spiral pattern of the corn, the many interwoven layers,
the twisted straws and the double centres so often seen
- evidence enough to demonstrate how impractical it
would be to make them". No, for Meadem "the answer
comes from the interaction from air flowing in the few
hundred metres above the ground and the topography.
The flow of air can become turbulent downwind of
mountains and hillsides, and form small-scale vortices.
When these eddies break down, they can move close to
the ground and sweep out circles in the crops. If the
spinning air builds up an electric charge, this neatly

explains the humming noises and lights that eyewitnesses have recorded when they have seen the circles
form". And so we have Meaden theorising with a flurry,
a sudden burst or gust.
The agitation continued, for Meaden soon had to
defend his views at an international conference on crop
circles held at Oxford and, in the process, "attacked
'self-publicising and unscientific investigators' who
misleadingly attribute the phenomenon to UFOs and
other extraterrestrial activity" (NS, 30 June). Had he
been at the conference, one Skeptic I see frequently
might have dismissed the vortex hypothesis out of hand
(as he did to me) by claiming that no wind could achieve
the 'one millimetre accuracy' observed at the edge of
crop circles; I find it intriguing that there has been no
other mention of this point in the flurry. On the contrary,
a leading Japanese physicist at the conference saw the
need for "new theories .. .to account for the electromagnetic properties of vortices ... to elaborate on the processes that produce charged particles in swirling air".
The direct counter punch, however, soon came in a
Letter to the Editor (NS, 7 July) from Nicholas Albery,
Chairman of the Institute for Social Inventions. In
tentatively subscribing to the hoax theory, Albery suspected that "the circles are the work of dedicated,
artistic hippies" who would presumably have no
trouble producing the rectangular 'circles' that run
counter to vortex theory, especially "with tractor tracks
leading conveniently to them". He posed a series of
questions: "Why, for instance, have the circles been
mainly sighted since 1980? Why are they growing in
number, size and complexity each year? Why did none
appear during a 14-night 'circles vigil' only to appear
the night after the vigil ended?". Having explained
"authoritatively why the corn in the ring was always
swirled in a different direction from the corn within the
circle" , why was Meaden contradicted "on the very day
of (his) publication, by a new type of circle, with corn in
both the ring and the circle swirled in the same direction"?
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But Meaden had an ally in Ralph Noyes of the
Centre for Crop Circle Studies (CCCS) (Letters, NS, 21
July), not to be confused with CERES. He referred to
over 1000 circle cases having been reported since 1980
in over a dozen other counties in England and Scotland
as well as in Australia, Canada and the US. He claimed
that the few hoaxes detected are easily distinguished
from the real thing, which "are rarely circular but
depart, sometimes markedly, towards the oval or elliptical; the heads of the flattened grain are left undamaged and continue to ripen; the disturbance of the crops
is often very complex in the 'swirl' pattern it exhibits;
and, from time to time, two different layers of disturbance are seen, one lying above the other. None ofthese
features is easy to copy". According to Noyes, the
CCCS shares Meaden' s antipathy to the hoax hypothesis, doubts the vortex theory, and joins Meaden in
wanting a lot more research.
In the meantime, according to an article in the
Sydney Morning Herald (26 July) a group of scientists
from Britain, Japan, West Germany and the US,
"equipped with sophisticated monitoring equipment
and helicopters", were hoaxed. Enthusiastic about their
photographs at first, on a close look they found ouija
boards and crosses in the circles, crudely trampled corn,
with "none of the features which we recognise in the
genuine thing", said their spokesman. A BBC report
expected "that the strange orange lights captured on
the scientists' thermal film during the night... would turn
out to be only the heat images of the human beings
carrying out their prank". In any case, even one
successful hoax, verified by a following confession,
would not prove that all crop circles are hoaxes, contrary
to the belief of some Skeptics close to home. The point
is well made in a letter to the editor of the NS (28 July)
by Alan Worsley, apropos a firewalk done by the
Wessex Skeptics. He notes that a "counter-demonstration to a suspected false-positive" does not mean that
"anybody can do it, with or without effective faith", just
that Skeptics know that hot wood-ash has poor thermal
conductivity. He asks, as my colleagues and I do, for the
faithful to walk across a bed of hot copper. By the same
token, next time a 'real' crop circle is observed, let some
sceptic or hippy create an identical one alongside it in
broad daylight.
Returning to the New Scientist, the next blow was
struck by Tam Dalyell (29 July), a Labour MP who
supplies regular comment on science from Westmin-
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ster. He was "entranced" by Meaden's article and convinced by the case for atmospheric physics. For a reason
that escapes me, he was curious as to whether the circles
occur in Scotland. (He is a Scottish MP. Ed) The
Minister for Scotland, Lord Sanderson of Bowdor, assured him that they did but quoted the belief of the
Science Advisor's Unit for Agriculture that "should a
need for further research become necessary .. .it would
be much more appropriate to involve meteorological
expertise than agricultural". Dalyell concluded that
"this is a view that accords well with that of Meaden".
Now the agitation began to weaken, as if under the
stultifying influence of politics. An editorialist (NS, 4
August) dwelt on the absurdity of an alien cause. Are
the aliens so sophisticated that they can only try to communicate with us through plaited straws? Why do they
bother? The trouble with the alien explanation was said
to be that "the irrational is not susceptible to rational
argument (only a circular one, it seems)". Other causes
suggested by the public were ley lines, secret military
manoeuvres, fairies, electrostatic charges on ripening
seed heads, and secret seismic soundings from very high
altitude planes (courtesy of the Ministry of Defence).
The article concluded with an appeal for attention to
"some of the forces that are known to science, albeit not
very well", such as the flow of atmosphere.
The dying pangs of the flurry followed. Martyn
Hughes (NS, 11 August) noted that "the formation of
corn circles are growing in complexity each summer"
and asked "how long before we see a complete Mandelbrot set?" In the same issue, dozens of flattened
rings in wheat were noted as occurring in north western
Victoria but "Steve Roberts from Australian Sceptics
(sic) suspects that the rings are the work ofpranksters"
(how's that for an anti-climax?). The Sun Herald belatedly found a paperback on the subject to review (Circular Evidence, Pat Delgado and Colin Andrews), with a
photo larger than the text and the conclusion that "truth
is stranger than fiction:"! An unexpected death throe
was a letter reporting the observation of a ring vortex
(NS, 18 August) which, while not mentioning crop
circles, seemed to lend credence to Meaden' s hypothesis by stressing the durability and versatility of the
phenomenon. Back to the death, however, in a David
Austin cartoon (NS, 1 Sept): one of two aliens reading
the inside pages of a newspaper, with a "Gulf Crisis"
headline on the front page, says to the other "Twenty
corn circles last night, and not a mention".

•
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BIOFIELDS

Hucks and Dens and Five-Eared Corn
Harry Edwards
Egg laying rabbits, buck-toothed, carrot nibbling chickens, electronic gene information transfer and a microwave rejuvenating machine - science fiction? Not
according to a report from Novosti Press Agency of the
USSR I came across in the Manila Bulletin of February
26, 1990. This article catalogued the exploits of one, Dr
Yuri Jiang Kanzheng, which include the production of
hybrid "hen-ducks", "bushy corn" and a "pumpkincucumber with a very strange taste". The cause of all
this tampering with nature is some sort of emanation or
"biofield", which living organisms are supposed to
exude, and which Dr Jiang claims he can detect, amplify
and transmit to other living organisms. The benefits are
alleged to include cancer cures and rejuvenation of the
ageing (Barry Williams please note).
The scientific implausibility of this claim is covered
in Dr Mel Dickson' s article in this issue but I would like
to look at some of the implications for this technology,
in the unlikely event that it was true. Readers may recall
a horror movie calledThe Fly, in which the hero succeds
in teleporting himself from one location to another, and
the unintended results which occurred when a fly
bumbled into the experiment.. I strongly suspect that
this film, or an earlier version of it, must have turned up
recently in Khabarovsk, Siberia, where Dr Jiang now
resides, having previously been purged for "idealism"
and sent to a labour camp in his native China. The article
is full of the sort of low quality science fiction ideas to
be found in those 1950s epics which make repeated
appearances on our post-midnight TV screens.
For example, it claims that Jiang doubled the life
of old mice by "irradiating them with the biofieldfrom
young mice". Having performed this useful service, he
then "subjected himself to the rejuvenating biofield
impact of young animals". As the biofield is also used
to make hybrid duck-hens, one is left to wonder what
other effects might be felt by someone who has been
irradiated by the emanations of young mice? An unnatural fondness for cheese? The tendency of women in ones

presence to jump on chairs and scream? (Apologies to
our feminist readers - we are talking about 1950s SF, so
why not 1950s sitcoms.) It's almost enough to make
Monty Python sue for plagiarism.
But perhaps (the article does not make this clear) you
do not irradiate old humans with the biofields of young
mice, maybe you do it with the fields of young humans.
What it also does not make clear is what happens to the
donors of the biofield? To rejuvenate the old, do you
necessarily have to balance the books by gerontifying
the young? That certainly gives new meaning to the old
saw, "Having children keeps you young". But it is, yet
again, an old SF plot, sucking the life force from the
young, to keep some geriatric power baron in youthful
trim.
One can imagine this transmission of energies from
other creatures as being a great boon to the astrologers.
I can see the ads now "Scorpios! losing your sting? Get
ashotofDr Jiang' smicrowavesNOW. Itwill really curl
your tail." or" Pisceans, get in the swim again with Dr
J' s essence of mullet" I don't know what Li brans do, as
scales tend to be non-biological. I guess they continue
to be unbalanced. It seems that either Dr Jiang, or the
author of the article, has been irradiated with a little too
much of the biowaves of Taureans.
While this story may not seem to be immediately
relevant to Australia, this sort of thing is also being raved
about by the more loony elements among our home
grown New Age gurus (Are there less loony elements
in the New Age? Ed) and sections of our own news
media are not immune to unquestioningly promoting
this sort of claptrap. It would seem that Perestroika is not
bringing unmixed blessings to the Soviet Union. Along
with some good western ideas they would also appear to
be picking up the fruits of the lunatic fringe. What with
biofields, UFOs and women able to read print through
their buttocks, the Soviets seem to be right in step with
the rest of the world.
I wonder what is the Russian word for New Age? •
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BIOFIELDS II

Bio-waves: a Cure for Cancer?
Mel Dickson
Harry Edwards has kindly sent me an article entitled
"Microwave biocommunication as cure for cancer" by
Gennadi Vedernikov of the Novosti Press Agency ,
taken from the Manila Bulletin of 26 February 1990.
The article describes the work of a Dr Yuri Jiang
Kanzheng, a "specialist in Oriental medicine" who
"practices reflexoacupuncture and heads a department
at a specialised polyclinic" in Khabarovsk, Siberia. Dr
Jiang is described as having carried out "phenomenal
experiments" the results of which include a "henduck", a "single corn root with five stems and ears of
corn" and a "pumpkin-cucumber with a very strange
taste".
All this is based on a claim that living things emit
microwave energy in the 2-3cm band. This can be
"concentrated, amplified and transmitted" and radiation from a healthy organism will "suppress the
patient's microwave biofield and rectify a defect, alleviate pain and eventually cure them".
Later in the item an experiment is described thus:
"Jn the focus of parabolic antennas inside the microwave biotransmitter sits a rabbit,feasting on a carrot.
The waveguides transmit the microwave biofield, which
passes genetic information to the incubator with hen
eggs in the adjacent laboratory. In this receiver the
miraculous hen-ducks and bushy corn have been produced."
The clipping was hardly detailed enough to enable
one to follow how much real science, if any, was
involved in the formation of the hypothesis. But, to a
casual reader; it sounds seductively plausible. Many
people know that microwaves are used to carry information in systems such as transcontinental phone links.
And genes carry information too. Thanks to the ubiquitous microwave oven, we also know that microwaves
interact with biological material. And don't some
practitioners assert that the body responds to the vibrations of particular colours? And then there's the aura;
that's a radiation too, isn't it?
Then there was Professor Jaeger (developer of the

fine woollen undies that bear his name) who found that
exhalations from healthy people could be absorbed by
unhealthy (and ageing) people to restore them. Professor Jaeger even followed his own advice and surrounded
himself with a dozen fine healthy young women, whose
exhalations kept him young until he died. Maybe exhalations are the same as these microwave thingies?
The trouble with all these nice ideas (and it's sad
about Jaeger's) is that when they are rigorously tested
they fall down. But, until they are rigorously tested,
anecdotes of success pass rapidly around, especially in
that section of the popular press which just hates to let
the facts (or commonsense) spoil a good yarn.
But, I must have a closed mind because I don't think
Dr Jiang's ideas have any basis in fact. Here are my
reasons.
1. Previous experimenters have not found any detectable radiation (apart from a small amount of infrared
radiation in warm-blooded organisms) coming from
living organisms.
The best experiments, distinguished by the fact that
they were done at all, were performed by John Taylor,
a British scientist who achieved notoriety by being
totally sucked in by Uri Geller. In fact, he put the public
cause of science back by years by saying on British TV
that Geller had proved that we had to totally rethink the
whole of physics. Then he "tested" groups of children
for psychic talents such as metal bending, found ever so
many children with strange powers and wrote a book
about that called Superminds.
Then he decided to become a scientist again. Taylor
reasoned that psychic energy had to be electromagnetic
because that is the only sort of radiation capable of
carrying the sort of information that supposedly passes
in psychic transfer. He found a number of self-confessed psychics who professed various powers and
surrounded them with detectors sensitive to most of the
range of electromagnetic radiations. He found that no
radiations were emitted whether they were exerting
their "powers" or not. Dr Taylor later wrote another
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book Science and the Supernatural in which he
recanted his previous book.
So, in the first place, Dr Jiang's findings conflict
with Dr Taylor's. Dr Taylor may be a faulty observer of
humanity but he has status as a physicist and I'll bet he
measured his radiations properly.
2. Dr Jiang has sadly confused the sorts of information carried by microwaves and genes. For his ideas to
work, it is necessary for information coded in triplet
sequences of nucleotide bases to be transmitted as
modulated microwave radiation which will then be
decoded in a receptive organism and tmsferred to new
genetic material.
There is simp;y no known mechanism for any of
this to occur. DNA decodes its information into further
nucleotide sequences, which eventually are converted
into amino acid sequences in proteins. None of the
chemistry involves energy transfers of such levels that
microwaves are generated. And information cannot be
incorporated direct from microwaves into base sequences. Microwaves might cause some twisting of
intermolecular bonds and at shorter wavelengths they
cause molecular agitation but these are productive of
disorder in organisms. It is inconceivable that they
somehow organise nucleotides into working codons
that are invariably beneficial to the organism.
And if our bodies are acting as sensitive microwave receivers, how on earth do we stop our genes from
being reassembled by the transmissions of Neighbours,
or the radar at Mascot, or by Telecom's phone links?
And yes, there are health hazards from microwave
radiation, but only with large doses. The assumption is
that single bases are modified so as to interfere with
proper decoding. Not that people get obscene phone
calls in their genes.
But it's no use me grumbling. "The Institute of
Clinical and Experimental Medicine of the USSR Academy of Science's Siberian branch has decided to establish a microwave-biofield laboratory in Khabarovsk .... ". Dr Jiang has his grant already. The Manila
Bulletin has its story. Now I wonder would they be
interested in my researches into porcine aviation?

•

Circles...from p. 9
The authors have also visited and photographed
the words "We are not alone", written between tramlines, using the same technique as is used for flattening
crop circles, but have not included this in the book {5};
to do so would have brought down all their theories with
a crash. Actually, it is too late; no amount of rational explanations now will convince the faithful.
For people who are interested in the phenomenon of
crop circles, this volume is one of the best out of the few
available on the subject. This recommendation is
largely for the photographs, mostly aerial ones. The text
is uninformative and contains barely enough information to be worth reading.
References
[l] Quoted in The British & Irish Skeptic, March/April
1990, pp 15-20.
[2] ibid
[3] Sunday Times, 9 July 1989, p B18
[4] Wales on Sunday, 30 July 1989
[5] (UK) Telegraph Weekend Magazine, June 1989, pp
24-28

•

Congratulations
Congratulations to Skeptics Tony and Margaret-Ann
Zahra-Newman of JAM Software, whose Australian
designed software programme, "Smart Alarms" was
taken into space on the recent Discovery space shuttle
flight.
JAM Software, courtesy of Tony and MargaretAnn, is official supplier of computer software and
hardware to Australian Skeptics.
If we may suggest it, there is the makings of a
company motto in there, "Today the Skeptics, Tomorrow the Universe".

CHANGING ADDRESS?
PLEASE LET US KNOW!

•
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HEALING

Applied Theosophy
Ian Drysdale
At the Fitzroy Alternative Medicine Centre recently,
whilst browsing through a pile of brochures offering
courses in iridology, aroma therapy and crystal healing,
I came across a leaflet on Applied Theosophy. Theosophy stood out from the small 't' therapies in that it
offered "absent healing". Intrigued by this concept, on
26th June, 1990, I presented myself at the "Right Human
Relations House" in the rather old-fashioned suburb of
Bentleigh. The "House" is an old church hall complex
which the Applied Theosophers recently purchased.
In the entrance hall, cheek by jowl with a two metre
tall Buddha, stood a smiling gent, dressed in casual
clothes (all white), greeting the visitors. I was directed
upstairs to a room, where I was requested to remove my
shoes before entering. Seated around the room in a
circle were sixteen people, with a bookstand in the
centre. All of those present appeared to be in the 30-40
age group, with the sexes equally divided. The leader of
the group was a smiling female of around 35, dressed in
pink and white, the same colours as the room decor.
The formal part of the evening began with a musicbacked prayer session, with the leader and her male
associate describing the beauty of "love of the Buddha
and the Lady Mary". This curious amalgam of Buddhism and Christianity was couched in rather vague and
generalised terms but the soft flute and violin music was
quite enjoyable.
We were then requested to write the names of
those who needed healing in the book in the centre of the
room. As my father has recently injured his back, I
decided that this was a good opportunity to test the
absent healing powers. Unfortunately, the recipient of
the 'healing forces' is supposed to be informed of them,
so he can be a willing participant in the ceremony. The
consequences for an uninformed 'healee' were not
specified and although they are possibly too horrible to
contemplate, I decided my father would have to take his
chances.
After the names of the sick and dying were entered in the book, we all resumed our seats and were
instructed to close our eyes and to hold our hands

outstretched towards the book in the centre of the room.
White and pink light then flowed (according to the
prayer leader) from our hearts, through our arms and
hands to the book. From here it was directed to the
heavens, where it bounced off the "Spirit Angel" into
the hearts of the ailing listed in the book. Curiously,
neither the addresses nor the ailment of the recipient
was required.
After the absent healing was completed, we all held
hands and swayed one way and another to more flute
music. Personal healing sessions were then conducted
for those present who had the need, while the healthy
were invited to go outside for tea and cake (at $2 per
head). The healers stood at the back of the room
behind white chairs. I approached the first healer to be
informed that I must first have my aura cleansed. This
procdure was carried out at the front of the room.
Two female aura cleaners stood before a table containing a small statue and two burning candles. Each
cleaner held a crystal and uttered prayers while raising
and lowering the crystals above the candles. We were
then required to stand still while the crystal was moved
up and down our bodies, front and back, in a continuous flowing motion, which covered the whole body.
The style of crystal did not seem to be important; my
aura was cleaned with a long clear/white crystal while
the person next to me was cleaned with a cricket ball
sized pink crystal.
As with the .2bsent healing, no description of the
ailment was required. The healer waved her hands
around me while I sat in a chair with my eyes closed.
No crystal was used, though the healers hands had a
heavy rose scent. This took about five minutes and
was quite relaxing. The completion of the healing was
indicated by the laying of a hand on my shoulder and
a request that a donation be left in the hands of the
Buddha downstairs. Obviously, my experience does
not rate a scientific investigation of Applied Theosophy and its healing powers, but my stiff neck has freed
up and my cold has 'miraculously' cleared. Unfortunately, my father's back has not improved.

•
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The Skeptical Bent
TimMendham
In the pages of this journal of late there has been much
discussion of philosophy and the sceptical attitude to
religion, ethics and the like. It has often been suggested
in the past that the Skeptics should devote less time to the
investigation, if not debunking, of paranormal claims
and more to an investigation of the reasons behind belief
in the paranormal.
While there is much validity in this suggestion, I
would hesitate to suggest that investigating the minutiae of astrology, psychic phenomena, UFOs or even
corn circles should be dropped from the Skeptics'
agenda. Creationism is a particular case in point, as
creationists themselves seem to be disinclined to examine the psychological motivations which cause them to
believe, with blind faith, that their religious myths have
scientific validity. The toing and froing of debate with
that group has almost entirely concentrated on specific,
nit-picking claims and counter-argument about issues
of little moment.
However, the discussion referred to at the start of the
article prompted me to look back over past issues of this
journal, to see just how much time and space had been
spent investigating the philosophy of belief and the
nature of scepticism itself.
One article intrigued me. In the February 1986 issue
(Vol 6, No 1), Michael Hough of the (then) Australian
Institute of Psychic Research made the following point:
"Most of us conducting psychic research have had a
personal experience of these phenomena. However, I do
not offer this as proof. I only wish to show that a
personal experience can be more impressive than a
controlled experiment. Most skeptics have not had such
experiences, otherwise they would not still be skeptics."
Is this the true reason why sceptics are so sceptical
of paranormal phenomena? Is it that, like Ebenezer
Scrooge, they have been deprived of the heartwarming
experience, and thus go around declaring "Bah Humbug!" at the drop of a hat?
I once overheard a conversation in which someone
suggested that the reason I was sceptical was because of

some vague event in my youth. (Amateur Freudian psychology like this is what led to Scientology.) I was
amused by this observation, coming as it did from a firm
believer in UFOs who claimed to have had some paranormal experiences, as it completely failed to take into
acount what my past experiences were. In fact, like a lot
of sceptics, I used to put a lot of credence in the
paranormal, more, I must admit, based on media support
than on any in-depth investigation. I am not, therefore,
a sceptic from birth.
It was only after reading a number of arguments
countering paranormal claims and weighing those arguments against my own experience that I decided that
those arguments had a deal of validity. This is not to say
that I "saw the light" and became a hard and fast
debunker of all things paranormal regardless of the
arguments in their favour. It would not matter to me at
all(though it would surprise me),if some or all of the
claims of paranormalists were found to be correct; in
fact, I would be fascinated as it would open up many new
areas of investigation.
I have no emotional need to either believe or disbelieve in the paranormal, much as I have no emotional
need for God, the supremacy of one particular race, or
even for the notion that my country is the best country in
the world. I do have other emotional needs, but as they
do not come within the Skeptics' areas of concern I will
save the reader the embarrassment of listing them.
(Anyone who would like a list should send a stamped
addressed envelope to the editor. Ed) On the other
hand, I do believe that I have an intellectual need to think
that the natural world should be comprehensible by the
exercise of rational thought.
So, although it would be fatuous to suggest that in all
cases, all sceptics are sceptical as a consequence of
intellectual, rather than emotional, reasons, that should
certainly be the standard we should strive for. Nor is
this to deny that some sceptics have an almost pathological need to eschew the merest possibility that any
Continued page 21
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BOOK REVIEW

Normal or Paranormal?
Alan Towsey

Paranormal or Normal?
Alan Radnor
Lennard Publishing, Luton, 1989 $27.95
When my Book Club's monthly list (which usually
offers a large selection of quality fiction and non-fiction
at half to one third the retail price) announced this book
with the following blurb:
" Science may now be proving the existence of the
paranormal almost by accident! With the approach of
the 21 st century and a new age of science, new theories
and methods are backing up many claims made by
psychics, mystics and seers since the dawn of time. This
book gives simple explanations of new approaches and
discoveries in anthropology, biology, chemistry, physics and the bold new science of Chaos, which may
actually explain phenomena such as near-death experiences, telepathy and clairvoyance,"
I thought, ''This I must see - perhaps we sceptics are a
little too sceptical".
To do full justice to Paranormal or Normal? would
require another book in itself. In this brief review I shall
confine myself to its major characteristics, illustrated by
a few examples.
The author turns out to be a journalist and a graduate
of Glasgow University (as well as a member of the
Society for Psychical Research), and as such one would
expect him to be able to write good English. But one of
the first things that struck me when I began to read the
book was his frequent use of sloppy English. Here are
some samples taken at random:
"While books like God Drives a Flying Saucer are not
taken seriously by many, it does claim to put forward
reasons for both Man's origins and tries to explain an
apparent leap in his intelligence from savage to scientist. There is a fascination, and almost a subconscious
belief that Man's intellectual abilities were not part ofa
natural progression." (p 49) and

(Referring to Geller) "Among the observers and guests
on the show were Lyall Watson and Professor John
Taylor. They, like Dimbleby, were staggered when it
was found one of the watches which had started had its
hands bent up and touching the glass". (p.71)
"The founders and subsequent members of the SPR
were all scientists. Many were, and still are, ..... "
(p.139) (my emphasis)
Now, in my experience, those who write sloppy English usually also indulge in sloppy thinking. And so it
proved.
Radnor tends to cite a new theory (e.g. that A=B), then
reasons along the lines, "If A=B, then C=D", which in its
context might be acceptable, but then, later on, forgetting that A=B is only a theory, he argues: "Since it has
been clearly shown that C=D .... "
An example of this may be found on pp.8-9. Having
described the discovery of mitochondrial DNA (of
which he says: "Unlike ordinary DNA this does not exist
inside a baby's cells, and carries on physical characteristics, but is outside the cell."), and how this led to the
conclusion "that it must have come from one source - a
woman whom scientists (in a moment of stunning originality!) called Eve", he says a few paragraphs later:" So,
if Eve is everybody's common ancestor, which is looking more likely, .... we are entitled to ask what was she
like?", and then, on p.11, "To sum up, it is clear we are
all descendedfrom one woman with a particular genetic
imprint. We all ensure the continuance of some of her
characteristics. This could apply to the famous 'sixth
sense' which is the basis of instinct and intuition. As
stated above, woman's sixth sense has been spoken
about, referred to, and generally accepted for thousands of years." , and again on p.104: "We have also
seen that every human being alive in the world today can
be traced back to a common ancestor known as Eve."
But, of course, the Eve theory is still controversial.
On p.153 we have the classical "cop-out": " .. .. the
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work of the Mobius Group has highlighted deficiencies
in the design of parapsychological experiments which,
by their very nature, have to go beyond the limits of
normal science, a fact that this book has been emphasising."
We are told on p.181 that "Kirlianphotography is
now being used as a diagnostic tool in medicine." I
thought that idea had been laid to rest long ago.
Radnor quotes (pp. 88-9) the alleged success of
'psychic detectives' such as Hurkos and Croiset without
question. Yet both are debunked in C.E.M. Hansel's
book ESP and Parapsychology: A Critical ReEvaluation (Prometheus, 1980).
On p.153-4 he describes the first experiment of
the Mobius Group, in which Schwartz "sent a standard
navigational chart of the area around Santa Catalina
Island, in the Pacific Ocean off Southern California, to
three psychics, asking them' to locate something manmade on the sea bottom, describe how it had gotten there
and how old it was, and sketch a picture ofanything they
saw."
Amazingly, "the psychics felt that almost a
hundred years before, a wooden sailing ship had sunk
offSanta Catalina, and while the wooden hull would rot,
there would be 'specific artifacts' left, like the anchor
and rope-winding gear on the sea bottom." You know,
that's exactly what I guessed too - and I'm not even
psychic! And, of course, they were right...
Schwartz is quoted as saying (p.155): "For the last
75 years archaeologists all over the world have been
very quietly working with psychics to mark locations of
previously unknown sites." Funny- I have quite a few
up-to-date books on archaeology in my library, and not
one of them mentions psychic archaeologists - not even
Glyn Daniel's A Short History of Archaeology
( 1981 ), which roundly castigates what the author calls
"alternative, lunatic or bull-shit archaeology".
Psychokinesis (and, of course, Geller) is accepted
without question. Hansel, Randi and many others have
thoroughly debunked these ideas.
_On p.164 we read:" (The medium Eusapia} Palladino was tested under strictly controlled conditions at
the turn of the 19th century and appeared to have
genuine psychic abilities. Sceptics could not accept this
and said she should be dismissed as having demonstrated nothing more than 'trickery' although they could
not describe how this done." (sic)
Hansel tells us that Palladino was classified as a
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fraudulent medium by the SPR, failed to display any
psychokinetic powers under strict conditions in Paris,
and further relates how she was complete! y unmasked in
1910. He gives details of the reports appearing in three
journals, including Science (No 77 of that year), showing among other things how she was able to free her foot
from her shoe and reach it behind her into a curtained
alcove containing a small table, a guitar and other
objects. When her foot was suddenly pulled by a man
who, before the seance and unknown to her, had crawled
into the alcove, at the instigation of the investigators, she
uttered sudden, startled and unearthly screams of horror.
And so it goes on - inadequate research, partially
assimilated science, unsubstantiated and often misleading assertions. Was the book perhaps deliberately
written in the knowledge that, these days, it would find
a ready market? In any case, I think I wasted my money.,

•

U .K. Scepticism
Skeptics who would like to keep in touch with matters
sceptical in the United Kingdom may subscribe to The
Skeptic, the journal of U.K. Skeptics. Published bimonthly, this magazine (formerly the British & Irish
Skeptic ), has a similar format (and an identical name, for
which they sought our agreement) to our own and contains generally excellent articles.
Airmail subscriptions are 18 pounds, surface 14 pounds.
Cheques and money orders in pounds sterling payable to
The Skeptic.
Write to: The Skeptic (Subs), PO Box 475
Manchester, M60 2TH,
United Kingdom

Is your subscription due for renewal?
If the label on your envelope had (90)
after your name, please return the enclosed slip and your payment.
If the label had (91) or (92) or (F), you do
NOT need to renew.
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TRAVELS OF A SKEPTIC IV

Sub-continental Skepticism
Harry Edwards

Having spent a considerable amount of time in impoverished and developing countries around the world, I did
not rate India high on my list of travel priorities. Believing however that experience is the best teacher, and the
time being opportune, a visit to the sub-continent became imminent.
With 834 million inhabitants and with an annual increase equal almost to the total population of Australia,
India fulfils the worst fears of the demophobiac. More
numerous than it is possible to imagine, people throng
the streets, along with free ranging cows, pigs, goats and
camels, dodging the auto-rickshaws and the ubiquitous
bullock carts, oblivious to the honking horns of frustrated motorists. Add to this the generally poor conditions of the roads themselves, apparently designed by
chiropractors with an eye to future business, and it's not
surprising that train travel is preferred by foreign visitors. The broad, tree-lined avenues of New Delhi are an
exception to the rule, however, even here the sacred
cows still have right of way.
India is an assault on the senses - a land of extremes, contradictions and anomalies, plagued with a religious culture which dominates the way of life to the
detriment of social and economic advancement. Magnificent palaces - extravagant monuments to obscene
self-indulgence, stand side by side with the most unimaginable examples of poverty and squalor; the all
pervading odour of the open drains mingles with the
fragrance of jasmine; brightly coloured deities, sculptured by long gone artisans, look down from theirmultitiered temples, appalled by the sight of their sacred walls
being used as urinals and no doubt musing on the fact
that, while livestock and children excrete wherever and
whenever nature calls, the worshippers must tread the
hot and dirty path barefoot.
The purpose of my visit however, was not, like a
latter day James A Fitzpatrick, to gather material for a
travelogue, but to meet with members of sceptical

groups and to acquaint myself with the belief systems
endemic to India and to observe their effects. The
findings will be reported in greater detail in future issues
of this journal.
My eight week stay was both productive and enjoyable and for this I am greatly indebted to B. Premanand,
a prominent Indian rationalist and the convener of the
Indian Committee for the Scientific Investigation of
Claims of the Paranormal, and to his magician brother
Dayanand who, in addition to their generous hospitality,
prepared an itinerary and organised my tour through
most of the Indian states.
My wife, son and myself were welcomed, hosted
and feted by sceptics, rationalists and atheist groups
wherever we visited, from Trivandrum in the far south
ofKerala, to New Delhi in the north, and from Bombay
in the west to Calcutta in the east. In Nagpur, the entire
committee of the local rationalist group turned out to
meet us at the railway station, with bunches of flowers
and a photographer. Their willingness to please
throughout our stay was almost embarrassing.
Apart from the friendship and the rapport with all
we met, enthusiasm and dedication was evident for what
they considered to be a fundamental cause - the eradication of the superstitious beliefs which bedevil their
country. As the guest speaker at nearly two dozen
meetings convened for the purpose around India, I
spoke on the beliefs and paranormal trends in Australia,
gave examples of the types of investigations carried out
by Australian Skeptics and on the parallel endeavours of
our respective groups. It soon became obvious that
most, if not all, irrational beliefs had universal followings. Astrology and palmistry are not the prerogative of
Indians or Australians, frauds and charlatans claiming
supernatural powers ply their trade worldwide, spirit
possession and reincarnation are just as "real" to some
Australians as they are to some Indians, and gullibility
is not confined to the illiterate and uneducated.
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Most of my audience expressed surprise at the extent
of paranormal beliefs in Australia and the most
frequently asked question was, "Why do people in an
affluent and literate society, like Australia, hold such
beliefs?" Positing that there was no correlation between
intelligence and rational beliefs, I gave examples such
as Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, who exhibited, through his
fictional characters, deductive abilities, yet who had
been convinced of the existence of fairies and who had
consulted a spiritualist medium in an attempt to contact
his dead son. Closer to home, I instanced a neurosurgeon I had met in Bangalore, who told me he had prayed
for three days over a terminally ill patient who had
subsequently recovered. When I asked him why, if the
power of prayer was so efficacious, we needed neurosurgeons at all, there was no response. I concluded that
perhaps a seed of doubt had been sown.
Other frequently asked questions centred on Nostradamus (even in India), ESP, astrology and the existence of the soul.
The prime concern expressed by the Indian Rationalists is the extent to which the godmen, babas, gurus
and religious fundamentalists use alleged miracles to influence and exploit not only the uneducated but also the
politicians, bureaucrats and judiciary, thus undermining
efforts by the government of the Democratic Socialist
Secular State to inculcate a more pragmatic and rational
approach to the nation's problems.
Typical is the current dispute over the alleged birthplace of Lord Ram Janmabhooli at Ayodhya, where the
Hindus propose to build a multi-million dollar temple.
Unfortunately for them, a small obstacle, in the form of
a Muslim mosque, has stood on the site since 1528.
Whipped into a religious frenzy by the BJP fundamentalist party, seeking to use the dispute for political
expediency, hundreds of people have lost their lives,
thousands have been arrested, nationwide communal
riots have become the order of the day, arson and
destruction of property is commonplace, the public
transport system is all but paralysed, and with the
resignation of the Prime Minister, V.P.Singh, the government was almost toppled.
A bus on which we were travelling was attacked by
a rock hurling mob and the driver was badly injured.
Despite his broken arm and lacerated chest, he had the
presence of mind to keep going. Had he not, this report
may never have been written.
One friend in New Delhi, Supreme Court Advocate
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K.N.Balgopal, commented "The last thing we need in
India is another temple". How true, I thought - unlimited money for idol worship while Delhi's six
million inhabitants are restricted to two hour's water
supply per day.
Similar problems are evident in the neighbouring
country of Pakistan, where holymen were telling their
followers that a vote for Benazir Bhutto would preclude
their entrance into heaven - she lost the election.
Despite the odds, the Indian Freethought groups
have had their successes - godmen, miracle mongers, astrologers, palmists and firewalkers have all been exposed and prosecuted, rationalists taking advantage of
consumer protection laws such as The Monopolies and
Restrictive Trades Act and The Drugs and Magic
Remedies (Objectionable Advertisements) Act. (We
could probably use one of those here. Ed)
In Trichor, a challenge was issued to a local astrologer who claimed to be able to tell exactly how much
money a person had in his pocket, to come along to my
meeting to be tested. As I had on my person four
different currencies in notes, coins and travellers
cheques, he would indeed have had a claim to fame had
he been successful. Needless to say, he didn't turn up.
Unlike most Western astrologers, who confine themselves to predictions, horoscopes and character assessments, their Indian counterparts also sell "lucky"
charms and stones, claim to be able to cure disease,
prevent pain and drive out evil spirits with yantras and
mantras (techniques and chants).
While the main aim of sceptical groups around the
world is basically the same - the encouragement of
critical thinking - as can be seen by the examples I have
given, the task in India is compounded by a deep seated
and ages old traditional culture. Belief in the supernatural, miracles, omens, charms and idol worship is endemic and is unfortunately not confined to the peasant,
trudging stoically behind his camel-drawn wooden
plough, but permeates the whole fabric of Indian society. The spectacle of human beings humiliating themselves by genuflecting to two life sized and garishly
dressed dolls in the sanctum sanctorum of a magnificent
marble temple in Jaipur, while on the opposite side of the
road their kinfolk fought just to exist in the indescribable
filth of their hovels, emphasised the need for a more
realistic approach to life. To me, the beneficent smiles
painted on the faces of the idols had a twist of cynicism
as they gazed on the priests guarding the huge padlocked
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donation chests, as if to ask why they, the omnipotent,
needed cash and the protection of mere mortals.
Exploitation of the gullible in India, by the toleration and encouragement of untenable beliefs, is a corrosive disease which inhibits any improvement in the
standard of living of those born in a resource rich
country. The potential is there and to the Indian Rationalists it is self-evident that the situation is best addressed
by exposure of the frauds, the self appointed godmen
and by teaching scientific temper. To this end, the
Indian government has awarded a fellowship to B.
Premanand to make a series of video tapes exposing the
miracle mongers and to lecture teachers who, in turn,
can alert the villagers to fraudulent practices and enlighten them to more practical ways in which they can
improve their lives.
During my eight week tour, I gave 20 lectures,
spoke at two public meetings, attended four press conferences and was reported in ten newspapers in six
different languages. If, in any way, my small contribution has helped or encouraged the rationalist cause in
India, then it is but small repayment for the unstinting
kindness, hospitality, generosity and friendship shown
to my family and myself by the many people I met
during my trip. I will always rememberthem with warm
affection.
You too can contribute - the Indian rationalist
groups are eager to get hold of any overseas publications
by freethought organisations. If you have any unwanted
back issues, please send them to me and I will pass them
on.
•
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things at face value. It does not replace, but is an adjunct
to, the need to think critically, to examine the evidence
and to inform oneself about facts.
An important aspect of scepticism is the recognition
that it is not always essential, or even possible, to have
a pat answer to every queation. Sometimes, the only
rational response to a question is "I don't know".
Therefore, I cannot agree with Michael Hough's contention, that sceptics would not be sceptics if they had
had a personal experience of a phenomenon. If anyone
experiences a phenomenon to which they cannot ascribe a natural cause, then they should accept a paranormal or supernatural explanation only if there is sufficient evidence that those explanations are the only
possible ones. In the absence of that evidence, the
reasonable action is to suspend judgement and say, "I
have no idea why it happened".
The position of the sceptic is well summarised by the
points raised by Paul Kurtz, chairman of CS I COP, at the
CSICOP Conference in Washington D.C. in March
1990, as reported in The Skeptical Inquirer (Vol 15,
Nol).
* Problems must be carefully analysed and clarified
before they can be solved.

* Beliefs must be recognised as tentative hypotheses
unless and until they are confirmed.
* Evidence is central to judging and testing hypotheses.

* Ideas are analysed using the methods of logical
analysis and evaluated by whether or not they contradict other, well-established findings.

Skeptical bent. ... from p.16
paranormal or supernatural phenomenon could be real,
which may well owe more to emotional rather than
intellectual causes. Nor, indeed that most of us have that
reaction to some issues, some of the time.
On the reverse side of the coin, those who believe that
paranormal or supernatural causes are the best explanation of why things are the way they are, seem to have
invested a great deal more of emotional, rather than
intellectual, energy into achieving their positions.
Does this suggest that sceptics are always right? Or
that they have no emotions? Or that they are always
consistent? Of course it doesn't. Scepticism is no
2:uarantee of anvthing at all. It merely acts as a useful
governor or modifier of the human tendency to take

* The quest for absolute certainty must be recognised as
alien to the scientific attitude, since scientific knowledge is fallible, tentative and open to revision and
modification.

* An open mind, willing to consider daring and novel
departures and thought, is required.
I will keep an open mind about the possibility that any
particular paranormal or supernatural claim is correct,
but I require much better evidence than that which is
currently on offer before I decide that they are better
explanation of things than my reason can provide.
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TRAVEL TALK

Through Wildest Britain
TimMendham
Even Skeptics' office bearers need a break sometimes,
to get away from committee meetings, media calls and
requests from the public for information, so it was with
some pleasure that I recently took a holiday to see some
of the world.
If I thought this would mean that I could be asceptical for a while, I had to think again - sceptical subjects
just pop up everywhere without even trying, and the
committed sceptic just can't help but take notice.

Ghosts
The first just event occurred during a visit to the theatre
in London's West End. The play was a ghost story in
classic English thriller style called "The Woman in
Black". The program for the play carried a brief article
on ghosts in the theatre, and as it said "London theatres
have more than their fair share of spectres".
While the Fortune Theatre where the play was running did not have a ghost (probably to the chagrin of the
producers), its neighbours had quite a heritage of thespian hauntings.
The Theatre Royal Drury Lane is "possibly the
most ghost infested theatre in London" according to the
article. Its best known is The Man in Grey (a relative of
the Woman in Black?) who apparently appears in full
seventeenth century costume, with knee breeches, frock
coat and tricorn hat. He moves across the rear of the
circle, and disappears through the wall. Tradition says
that if he appears at the beginning of a run, the show will
be a success. Ashedidn'tappearfor "Miss Saigon", the
smash-hit musical by the authors of "Les Miserables",
he must be losing his touch.
The program admits that the former general manager and now archivist for the theatre, George Hoare,
who has been associated with the building for many
years, has never seen the ghost, although most of the
company for Ivor Novello's "The Dancing Years",
gathered on stage for a photo call, did see him walk
across the rear of the Upper Circle. The program
suggests this may have been a member of staff having a
prank.

Another ghost is said to appear in the mirror in a
particular dressing room (details of which are not given
in case the resident actor gets the willies). It is believed
to be that of Dan Leno, known also to practice his dance
steps in the dressing room with a strong smell of lavender and sometimes the sound of tapping feet.
Michael Crawford, currently starring in the New
York in (appropriately) "Phantom of the Opera", was
said to have been helped through a tricky situation on
stage by an unseen hand, and things have been known to
be lifted, dropped and moved.
Other theatres have their resident ghoulies, including Sadler's Wells. There, Lilian Baylis who built the
theatre haunts the upper gallery, and a clown appears in
one of the boxes at midnight, and is thought to be
Grimaldi, a famous clown of the turn of the century.
The Duke of York theatre has unaccountable raps,
thought to be from Violet Millenot who owned the
building late last century, the Coliseum has an ill-fated
World War I soldier who died soon after visiting the
theatre, The Haymarket has John B ucktone, another
harbinger of good luck for a show, and William Terris,
a matinee idol who was stabbed to death by a jealous
actor rival, is said to haunt the Adelphi.
The Fortune theatre does hold out hopes, though, of
eventually having a ghost, as it is built on a site adjacent
to what was once a plague pit.
Actors are notoriously superstitious, of course. One
need only mention "the Scottish play" and they' 11 all run
around in fits of horror. Whether this means they're
more prone to ghostly sightings than your ordinary,
every-day theatregoer is a moot point.
As an aside (a theatrical term), the Victorian Committee of Australian Skeptics did garner a lot of publicity
not that long ago investigating a supposedly long-standing haunting in a Melbourne theatre, to no avail. Maybe
they should travel to London.
As a further aside, the "Woman in Black" program also
features an advertisement for Borthwick Castle, a 15th
century building twelve miles from Edinburgh which,
the ad says, is "guaranteed haunted"!
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Which brings to mind that we also visited Dunnottar Castle in northern Scotland, which featured in a
recent Scotch whisky commercial with a tippling headless ghost. While this is more likely an advertising
agency's invention, if the ghost were to exist he should
make sure he's wearing his winter woollies, as this
magnificently-sited ruin is freezing!
Fakes
Another fascinating bit of sceptobilia was a visit to the
British Museum, where there was a temporary exhibition on "Fake: The Art of Deception". Most of this
concerned phony works of art designed to fool the keen
but naive collector, but there was a section on scientific
frauds which would thrill any good sceptic.
Here were collected the Piltdown skull and associated paraphernalia collected by Charles Dawson (presumed by many to be the chief hoaxer) over the years,
the famous Crystal Skull, Cottingley fairy photos and
drawings, the Vinland map, a full size photo-replica of
the Shroud of Turin, petrified mermen, religious relics,
a Griffon's claw, etc etc.
One of my favourites was a "fur-bearing trout". The
catalogue describes it thus: "The belief that the fauna of
Canada included furry fish is said to date from the
seventeenth century, when a Scotsman, who had written
home about the abundance of 'furried animals andfish',
was asked to send an example of the latter and obliged."
A recent production using rabbit fur came with a text
that "the great depth and extreme penetrating coldness
of the water in which these fish live, has caused them to
grow their dense coat of (usually) white fur" .
The trout on display has a thick coating of woolly
fur. It was brought to the Royal Scottish Museum in
1970 by an inquirer who thought it was genuine. The
museum recognised it as a fake (there are real furry
fish?) and didn't keep it. The story had got out, however,
and public demand to see the fish was so strong that the
museum had to recreate it, making the displayed specimen a fake twice over.
While some exhibits the British Museum admitted
as being out and out fakes, such as the Piltdown man
specimens and the Cottingley fairy photos, others it said
still had question marks over them. The Rock-Crystal
Skull purchased by Tiffany's of New York late last
century was once thought to be from pre-Hispanic
Mexico, and it has been used by legions of paranormalists to support ancient astronaut theories, as ancient
central or south Americans could surely not have made
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such an item. Some carving of the teeth seem to indicate
a modem jeweller's drill, and it is now thought that
while the rock crystal itself might derive from Brazil, it
has been suggested that it is the handiwork of a postHispanic Mexican craftsman designed to suit European
tastes. However, a definite provenance cannot be given.
The Turin Shroud is another case. The question mark
here rests not on the date of the shroud material (radiocarbon dating has put that firmly in the period 12601390 AD, which equates well with the Shroud's known
history), but on the method used to create the image.
Readers might like to look up a number of articles in
"Skeptical Inquirer" for suggestions as to how it may
have been made, but the British Museum still considers
that this remains an unknown.
Nessie
No visit to Scotland is complete without a trip to Loch
Ness, home, of course, of the Loch Ness monster.
Actually this was my third trip there, and I am
saddened to add that I am still to spot the beastie.
In 1977, there were few tourist facilities to promote
the monster, unless you counted the roadside diner
selling "Monster burgers" (enough to give every cryptozoologist nightmares)!
By 1987, the Loch Ness Monster Exhibition had
opened with a scale model of the loch and a lot of photos
supposedly showing Nessie's appearances since 1930.
This exhibition had no doubts that the monster existed it was just a matter of persuading the sceptics.
In 1990, the exhibition has moved to swankier
premises and features an audio-guided tour through
various rooms, explaining the geographical formation
of the loch and the history of sightings, including some
of the craft used in monster searches. This exhibition
admits (shock, horror!) that there have been a number of
hoaxes perpetrated and even suggests more mundane
explanations for some of the sightings. In fact, it is
altogether more reasonable and, unfortunately, a lot less
interesting or exciting than the previous exhibit, albeit
better presented.
It does use the long-standing oral traditions of a
"water horse" in the loch to add weight to its argument,
conveniently forgetting, as any tourist around Scotland
will learn, that virtually every body of wate, regardless
of size, has such traditions. It covers not only expeditions in Loch Ness but also those in Loch Moray, where
another monster lives, but with similar success at finding it (ie, none).
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Miscellania
While London and Scotland took up the bulk of our
holiday, other visits worth mentioning should include
Mont St Michel in Brittany, France, which houses relics
of St Michael, such as footprints. That Michael was an
angel with no corporeal existence seems not to have
bothered the monks who have occupied the site for most
of its 1000 year history. But then again, the twentieth
century is not lacking in spirits (or channels) who never
existed.
The cathedral at Trier in Germany houses Christ's
robe, although this has no paranormal faculties. The
little brochure you can pick up there admits that it might
of 4th century manufacture, but as you can only see
1t on very rare occasions it probably doesn't matter
much.
One paranormal event I did miss was the broadcast
on Channel 4 in England (remember Channel 4 - this
was the serious, arty channel) on October 4 of a new
series of "The Astrology Show", in which presenter
Laura Boomer demonstrates 'the relevance of astrology
in the Nineties'. The quotation marks are the TV guide' s
own, perhaps indicating an element of doubt. The
program only runs for 15 minutes, so perhaps there isn't
that much relevance.

?e

Travellers' tip
If these sights only serve to bring tourists to some of the
lesser travelled areas of the world, then perhaps we can
find some justification for them. The British Museum
'
Dunnottar Castle and Loch Ness are well worth the visit,
regardless of any paranormal associations. Anyone
visiting the loch can't help but be impressed by its
beauty and location. If you do go there, try to carry out
a circumnavigation of the loch. The monster exhibition
is on the well-travelled north side, which has magnificent views of the loch and Urquhart Castle, but the
southern side, away from tourist buses and the lines of
cars, has even more magnificent views of the countryside, especially if you take the narrow tourist route
through Foyers. It is this roadway, by the way, which
was responsible for Tim Dinsdale' s film of the monster
.
'
as his supposed evidence was filmed from there, looking
towards the aforementioned north road. But, monsters
or not, it is truly a magic place and, in the words of
Michelin, well worth a detour.

•

Skeptics Library
Barry Williams
Continuing the list of books which are available and
which cover various topics of interest to Skeptics.

Paranormal Borderlands of Science, Kendrick
Frazier (ed), Prometheus, 1981
Science Confronts the Paranormal,
Kendrick
Frazier (ed), Prometheus, 1986
Selections of articles from the Skeptical Inquirer.
Fads & Falacies in the Name of Science, · Martin
Gardner, Dover, 1952
Science. Good, Bad and Bogus, Martin Gardner,,
Prometheus, 1981
Essays on paranormal and pseudoscientific claims.
Investigating the Unexplained, Melvin Harris,
Prometheus, 1986
Investigations of psychic claims - British
Pseudoscience and the Paranormal, Terrence
Hines, Prometheus, 1988
A critical examination of the evidence
A Skeptic's Handbook of Parapsychology, Paul
Kurtz (ed) Prometheus, 1985
Essays on parapsychology
The Psychology of the Psychic, David Marks and
Richard Kamman, Prometheus, 1980
A scientific analysis of psychic claims
Flim-Flam, James Randi, Prometheus, 1982
Psychics, ESP, unicorns and other delusions
The Truth about Uri Geller, James Randi, Prometheus, 1982
Prometheus Books are represented in Australia by
Abbey's Bookshops, 131 York St, Sydney, 2000.
Phone (02) 364 2111

Dr Ken Smith, of Queensland University Department of
Mathematics, has provided us with a list of 40 books
written by evangelical Christians, which criticise th~
creationist movement. Most of these books are by
scientists and there are some by theologians. Anyone
who would like a copy of this, by no means comprehensive, list should drop a line to our post box.
•
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Skeptics and Religion .
Sir,
Allow me to JOID in the debate
"Should the Skeptics Tackle Religion", and to support the Douglas II
(MacArthur) strategy proposed by
Barry Williams. My qualifications
for participation are twofold.
My Doctorate in Theology was
acquired thirty years ago at the
Pontifical Lateran University,
Rome, during the Rectorship of
Monsignor Antonio Piolanti, the
epitome of arch-conservatism, - authoritarianism and-triumphalism of
the pre-Vatican II Roman Catholic
Church.
Then some ten years ago, I was
able to free myself from the cocoon
of that institution, to find a new way
of living, independent of its relatively primitive doctrines and prescriptions.
Books like Robert Macklin's
"The Secret Life of Jesus" played no
role in that transition: much of my
Seminary conditioning was designed to barricade the mind against
such direct onslaughts. But I would
note that the substance, as distinct
from tone, of much "in-house"
scriptural scholarship could be
placed down his end of the spectrum.
And I am grateful for the words
and example of Jesus which not
only saved me from ending up as an
executive for a mining company,
but also helped me - and many others - make the above-mentioned
transition.
Jesus was, after all, quite an
iconoclast: asserting the value and
dignity of the poor, the oppressed
and marginalised: challenging the

LETTERS
Letters to the editor on any
topic of interest to other
Skeptics are welcome. Defamatory or abusive letters
will be read with glee but
will not be published.

arrogance, hypocrisy, greed and indifference of the religious and economic pillars of society of his time.
In that context, the clearing of the
money-changers and merchants
from the temple was a more credible
and significant event that the resurrection. People who do things like
that get to be persecuted, crucified,
shot.
Perhaps the most important thing
we can learn from him is that the
process of "saving" the world, of
humanising it, continuously requires such assertions, challenges
and actions, along with the attendant risks.
I haven't seen the recent movie,
"Jesus of Montreal", but accounts
suggest that it embodies a more
subtle and effective challenge to
religious dogmatism than the direct
onslaught on biblical foundations.
It can be just as effective, and more
respectful of people and their beliefs, to challenge orthopraxis rather
than orthodoxy.
I fear that for most adherents, religion is used as an opiate, providing
relief from the boredom, pointlessness, pain and suffering of their
lives (although in developed countries sport and television may have
largely usurped this role).
So I would suggest that effort could
be better directed at making life

meaningful and fulfilling for ourselves and for others; and extracting
ourselves from relationships - and
dismantling the structures - of exploitation and oppression. We are
fortunate to be living in a country
where, over tens of thousands of
years, a people achieved, to a large
degree, the sort of just, egalitarian,
non-competitive, harmonious, fulfilling society advocated by many
social thinkers; and that we can still
learn from them.
In suggesting that, I am questioning a possible implication of Barry
William's potted history of deism.
Perhaps it is we who are the primitives, the barbarians? And that the
way Aboriginal people accept
death, understand and relate to the
natural world we inhabit, as evidenced, for example, in the writings
of people like Bill Neidje, the art of
people like Rover Thomas ( hailed
as the "star of the 1990 Venice Biennale") - confirm this.
The efforts of sceptics concerned
for the future of humankind might
be more fruitfully directed at attacking the quasi-religious doctrines of
healthy competition, forward defence, racial and cultural superiority; of the desirability of economic
growth, of advertising, increased
turnover/consumption, and reliance
on "free" market forces, etc. etc.
Let us encourage that climate of
critical thought which will address
both religious and other questions
with a single-mindedness that eschews stridency, and retains a role
for humour in debunking popular
sacred cows.
I suspect that, if he were alive today, Jesus might take out a subscription to "the Skeptic", and even contribute an article now and then: and
that if such a publication had been
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around some 2,000 years ago, his
followers might have found it much
harder to co-opt and exploit his legacy. Let's keep it that way.

Richard Buchhorn B.E. D.D.
WestEnd QLD

More creationist
misrepresentation
Sir,
I was particularly interested in one
passage in Dr Alex Ritchie's response in the Skeptic (Vol 10, No 3,
pp33-35) to the Creation Science
Foundation's managing director's
complaints in the same issue of
misrepresentation
of
the
Foundation's attitude to proposals
for their Dr Andrew Snelling to
publicly debate with Dr Ritchie on
the topic "Noah's Flood - the geological evidence for and against".
Dr Ritchie quotes from a letter
on this subject written to the Australian Museum Society in which Dr
Snelling accuses the Australian
Skeptics of having "consistently
exhibited a disregard of ethics".
Snelling's accusation reminded
me of an article by he and John
McKay published in New Life (20/
2/86) on "Skeptics Attack Creation
Science". In this they attempt to discredit the 1986 Australian Skeptics'
publication "Creationism: An Australian Perspective".
In my article therein on "How
Old is Coal", I pointed out that had
coal been formed from the existing
vegetation as a result of Noah's
Flood, then the coal seams and adja-
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cent strata should be found to contain some fossils of advanced animals and birds as, according to
Genesis, the world was well stocked
with them before the Flood. So my
account included the sentence
"Such (fossils) have never been discovered either in the coal in in any of
the sedimentary strata before the
Carboniferous seams".
Dr Snelling, in his attack on my
article, quoted the above sentence,
but in so doing gave the word Carboniferous a lower-case 'c' instead
of a capital. This made a serious
change in sense as Dr Snelling BSc,
PhD (Geology) must very well have
known. With the capital, "Carboniferous seams" means seams in rock
of the Carboniferous geological
period, whereas without the capital
there is no restriction. That I was
dealing with the Paleozoic Carboniferous period should have been
apparent to a fair-minded reader
from the rest of the article. Dr
Snelling's version enabled him to
quote in refutation that dinosaur
remains had been found at the base
of a coal seam in Belgium. A noncreationist geologist would recognise that these strata were laid down
in the Mesozoic era some 100 to 150
million years after the Paleozoic
Carboniferous period.
In a probably vain attempt to foil
further misrepresentation, in later
editions of the Australian Skeptics'
publication, I have mentioned that
strata of the later period, eg the
Cretaceous coal measures, do contain fossils of reptiles, dinosaurs,
some birds and small mammals;
also different and mostly more advanced plant species than in Paleozoic Carboniferous strata. I might
well have made a remark on the
glorious mixture of plant species

that should have left traces in and
around coal had it been formed a la
Creationists' Flood recipe.
As to Dr Ritchie's failure to get
Dr Snelling to debate a limited topic
such as Flood geology with him,
that is because the Australian Creationists copy the strategy adopted by
those in the USA.
As Ashley Montagu, editor of
that excellent book "Science and
Creationism" (Oxford University
Press, 1984) explains in his introduction, "The 'Scientific Creationists' are quite willing to debate scientists who are naive enough to
believe that they can briefly state the
case for evolution and convincingly
dispose of criticisms"; all in an hour
or so. But the chances against getting a Creationist to defend Flood
geology before a knowledgeable
audience are likely to verge on the
astronomical.
Finally, I suggest that most scientifically literate persons, having
been told that a man with a PhD in
geology lectures on his reasons for
believing in the Worldwide Flood of
Noah, would be interested to know
whether he can validly lay claim to
both sanity and honesty.
Edgar L. Deacon DSc
Beaumaris, Vic

More virgins
Sir,
May I commend Alan Towsey for
his careful, and accurate, exegesis
of Isaiah 7:14 (Skeptic Vol 10, No
3). I am another of yourreaders who
is very interested in Biblical exegesis.
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There is further evidence which
helps to reinforce the standard interpretation that it referred to events in .
Isaiah's day.
The Hebrew word for pregnant in
this passage is harah , which is described as an adjective in the standard Hebrew lexicon by Brown,
Driver and Briggs. A remarkable
parallel to the passage in Isaiah can
be found in Genesis 16: 11. This is
about Hagar, who became pregnant
to Abraham. A literal rendering of
these passages, keeping the Hebrew
word order, would be "Behold you
pregnant and will bear a son and
will call him name ofIshmael" (Gen
16:11), and "Behold the young
woman pregnant and will bear a son
and will call name of him Immanuel" (Is 7:14). The Hebrew consonants for the words between "pregnant" and "him" (inclusive) are
identical in these passages. The
vowels are slightly different to cater
for the change from second to third
person. It is quite obvious that in
Genesis Hagar is pregnant. So if we
adopt the best procedure of taking
parallel passages with parallel
meanings, the young woman referred to in Isaiah will also be pregnant.
I will leave it to others to argue
about why the Jew Matthew should
have preferred to quote from the
Greek translation of the Old Testament, rather than use the Hebrew
original.
(Dr) Ken Smith
Mathematics
University of Qld

As for me, I had to look up exegesis in the dictionary (Ed)

Mechanistic or
Moralistic (P.S.)

Free Will?
Sir,

Sir,
A brief note before the editorial
door is closed.
This debate might be reduced to
simpler terms by a recognition that
any code of morals and ethics that
we employ has evolved by a process
just as Darwinian as those which
gave us our tooth patterns or our
reproductive system. Christian or
Humanist, we are not unique in
recognising such virtues as generosity, honesty, devotion to duty, nurture of the young and weak etc.
Such generous traits are inborn
because they have a survival value
for tribe or herd. A snake will attack
a person approaching its young, a
primitive savage will go hungry so
that its child may be fed. A person
does not have to be a Christian to
enter a burning building to rescue
the occupants, or to act fairly or
honestly in a business deal. These
virtues have evolved as a factor for
the survival of the human race.
When, as in time of war, certain
people, the enemy, are excluded
from the tribe, we, Christian or not,
feel free to plunder and kill; not
without encouragement from our
pastors.
So I must deny Barry Williams'
view that "we are not born with
some set of moral imperatives". It is
"in our genes".
PT Millard
Narrabeen NSW
I couldn't have put it better myself. (Ed.)

John Fitzgerald (Letters, Winter 90)
asks whether "free-will" exists. He
would probably be interested in
what the English physicist Prof
Stephen Hawking had to say on the
subject of human behaviour in an
interview published in The Australian earlier this year.
"In principle we can predict everything from physics," said Hawking "but the calculations are much
too complicated, so we have to
make approximations. I regard the
idea of free will as a very good
approximate theory of human behaviour."
Albert Braunstein
Carnegie VIC

Lo-0-0-0-0-ong Legs
Sir,
If Mt Everest was covered by water
in the "Great Flood", then the alleged coeval dinosaur tracks and
"human footprints" fossils in limestone exposed in the bed of the
Paluxy River, Texas, require both
dinosaur and man to have five km
long legs. How else would they
have walked on the sea floor during
the "Flood"?
One wonders what excuses your
regular correspondent Dr Wieland
can create to muddy these waters
into a misrepresented mish-mash?
(ProO Ian Plimer
Newcastle NSW
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Subliminal Sounds
Sir,
And so it was, with a wonderful
sense of relief and freedom, that I
read the words "this correspondence is closed .... " . Although not
resolved, the mechanistic/moralistic argument need never trouble my
sleep again! Yippee! As a gesture
of celebration, I'd like to pen a few
notes on another subject.
Although by far the greatest danger posed by the New Agers and the
crystal merchants is that people
might die taking them seriously,
there is another of their activities
which offends me, and to which I
would like to see some knowledgeable Skeptic pay some attention.
What bothers me is this: the appropriation by charlatans of real and
explicable phenomena, who then
ascribe thereto some mumbojumbo to interpret the phenomena
into their own dogmas.
This particular ball started rolling
in my mind when a friend tried to
start me on "subliminal relaxation
tapes", to overcome my infrequentbut-regular bouts of insomnia. The
tapes were the usual "ambient" recordings of crashing waves, etc, but
I was assured that underneath all
this there were messages which
would put me to sleep. And "they
really do work! I've tried them
myself... " (you know the rest.).
Either knowingly or unknowingly, the creators of these tapes are
simply exploiting properties of
human hearing that have nothing to
do with subliminae. Because oddly
enough, and without discussing
vagaries like the benefits of "soothing sounds", there are ways that the

"crashing waves" can help you
sleep. A brief look at a familiar phenomenon will help explain what's
going on.
Anyone with reasonably acute
hearing can, when they first switch
on a TV set, detect a high-pitched
whistle coming from the set. That
whistle is at around 15kHz in Australian TVs and it is the result of
vibrations set up by the magnetic
fields that make the beams scan
back and forth across the tube. But
after a very few minutes, very few
people notice the whistle unless
they get very close to the set. "Why
is it so?"
The answer lies in your brain,
which processes the information
you get from your ears. For most
people, if a low-level noise persists
for long enough, the brain considers
it an irritant, and begins to ignore it
by "editing out" the offending frequency. This is especially true of
sounds, like the TV scan whistle,
that aren't carrying important information. If you measure people's
hearing before and after watching a
reasonable amount of TV, you find
that their sensitivity to sounds of the
same frequency as the scanning
signal falls off - the brain is ignoring
that sound.
What's this got to do with ambient
"subliminal" tapes?
The classic crashing waves, rainfall or "nature" sounds used in such
tapes cover a very wide frequency
spectrum - they're close to what
audio types call "white noise". If
you play the tapes quietly (as you
are supposed to for relaxation
tapes), then individual sounds become blurred, and in a very short
time, the sounds cease to carry information - they're just background
noise. And, after a while, your brain

decides that the sounds are unimportant and starts the editing process
I mentioned earlier.
The trick is, of course, that because of the wide spectrum of frequencies covered by, say, an aural
seascape, the amount of frequencies
being ignored by your brain is likewise pretty large. So, after a while,
your hearing becomes less sensitive
to not one, but many frequencies.
If you happen to live in an urban
environment, there are plenty of
random noises about to keep you
awake - cars going past, trains off in
the distance, horns, people, the radio in the next-door flat - and since
all of these are potential information
carriers, your brain is keen to make
sense of them so they don't get edited out. And for many people, if
they are having trouble getting to
sleep, the little ordinary sounds of
urban living can make the difference.
But the "subliminal" tape makes
your brain edit many more frequencies; your hearing becomes temporarily less sensitive; and you get to
sleep. A miracle! It must have been
the subliminal message.
As an aside, the habits of the ear
and brain can be useful for students
who have trouble concentrating on
their studies while the TV is on in
another room. A science student I
once knew used the radio, tuned to
hiss rather than to a station, to
achieve the same result.
I have kept off the subject of "stop
smoking" tapes and the like, partly
because it's more complex and
would require more space, but
mostly because my guess is that the
combination of wanting to stop
smoking, plus a good night's sleep

Continued over
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probably produces good enough Fair play demands an apology,
results to sell the tapes.
methinks, and rectification.
Returning to my original point - .
some of the things attributed to
Dr H.H. Macey
"spiritual energies" and the like are
Floreat Park, WA
simply misappropriated physical
phenomena. The snake-oilers get Grovelling Apology from the Editor
away with what they claim because
most people can't offer a better I could say that we were awaiting
explanation. So it would be A Good more correspondence before publishing Dr Macey's answer to the
Thing if some of the Skeptical
commentators could devote some of depth of the "Flood" problem but
that would not be the truth.
their time to what's "really going
The fact is that, try as I might, I
on" in this wide and wonderful
just cannot find Dr Macey's original
world.
letter. I have a suspicion that my
Richard Chirgwin
Sydenham NSW dog ate it. Whatever the reason, I
apologise unreservedly to Dr
Macey and assure him that any further correspondence will be treated
with greater care. As I recall the
letter, his answer was 0.6 inches.

More on the
flood source
Sir,
"Unfair", he cried. "Foul".
You published a letter of mine (Vol
10, No 2) in which I gave the data
necessary to calculate the depth of
the Biblical flood, this happening
having been accepted as true, acording to your journal, by what, in my
opinion was a meeting of more than
ignorant half-wits.
In the next issue, you said that my
solution was to be delayed while
you looked for an "expert" - this was
the basic insult.
I told you that no such animal existed and asked that if you found
one, I would be allowed to reply to
his comments. I have heard nothing
confirming what I told you.
But in the issue which reached me
this morning I am not - my solution
is not mentioned.

Notices to Readers
Changing Address? Please let us
know as soon possible (preferably
before you actually move) so that
you will continue to receive your
copies of the Skeptic. Every issue,
several copies are returned "unknown at this address" and we have
no way of knowing where our valued subscriber has moved to unless
he or she tells us. After all, we're not
psychic!
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PREDICTIONS

Shakespeare the Seer
Sir Jim R Wallaby
I can't, for the life of me, understand all this media
attention being paid to this Froggie chappie Nostradamus. If you were to believe the yellow press, you would
think that he had predicted everything from World War
III to the winner of the Ashes Series. The trouble is,
when you read his doggerel, it could be anything, up to,
and including the shopping lists Mrs Nostradamus gave
him every Saturday morning. Mind you, I find anything
written in a foreign language to be suspicious. What's
wrong with English, I ask? It's not as though we did not
have a great futurologist writing in our Mother Tongue.
Not only that, but his predictions are as clear as crystal
and do not require any interpretation at all. I refer of
course to The Immortal Bard. There had to be something special about Will Shakespeare. How many
people manage to die on their birthday, to make things
easy for historians?
Let me give you a few examples of the Bard's amazing prescience:
The Bard actually tells us he can predict the future:
In nature's infinite book of secrecy
(Antony & Cleopatra)
A little I can read
(Hamlet)
0 , my prophetic soul
But he was a true sceptic, as the next quotations will
prove:
Our remedies in ourselves do lie
Which we ascribe to heaven (All's Well That Ends
Well)
A warning against the faith healing charlatans of our
time!

The fault, dear Brutus, is not in our stars
But in ourselves, that we are underlings (Julius Caesar)
An equally obvious warning about the stupidity of astrology.
And Twentieth Century events were an open book to
our Will:
(Cymbeline)
She is alone, the Arabian bird
The status of Iraq!

That unmatched form and figure of blown youth
(Hamlet)
Blasted with ecstasy
The drug crisis!
Thou art in a parlous state (As You Like It)
I can get no remedy against the consumption ofthe purse
Borrowing only lingers it out;
(Henry IV Pt 2)
But the disease is incurable
The Australian economy.
Do not, as some ungracious pastors do,
Show me the steep and thorny path to heaven,
Whiles like a puffed and reckless libertine
Himself the primrose path of dalliance tread,
And reeks not his own rede (Hamlet)
What better description of the plethora of recently fallen
evangelists could one ask for?
Neither a borrower nor a lender be (Hamlet)
Has this fellow no feeling for his business? (Hamlet)
Advice to former mega-millionaires!
But man, proud man,
Drest in a little brief authority,
Most ignorant of what he's most assured,
His glassy essence, like an angry ape,
Plays such fantastic tricks before high heaven
As makes the angels weep. (Measure for Measure)
This tells us to beware of all the authoritarian pests of
modern life, from bureaucrats to creationists.
Even technology did not escape his prophetic eye.
For the watch to babble and talk is most tolerable and
not to be endured (Much Ado About Nothing)
Incontestably a reference to digital watches and mobile
phones!
Readers are invited to submit their own contributions
from the great prophetic writers from our past.
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